Abstract: This paper presents a feature selection methodology in the domain of Network Intrusion Detection System (NIDS
I. Introduction
Security is a complex and time critical activity in the field of computer networks. With the growing needs of the World Wide Web in the society, network security is also need to be strengthened so that it can identify various types of vulnerabilities. Network Intrusion Detection System (NIDS) is a popular defiance mechanism in field of network security that provides a strong and in-time detection of various types of attacks with less cost. One of the advantages of NIDs is the availability of huge collection of network data on which machine learning algorithms can be applied to detect attacks. At the same time with the availability of such a huge data, the computational time will be increased drastically. To overcome this problem data reduction techniques are helpful to survive from the bundles of data that available. Another problem with the bulk data sets is it may contain irrelevant information that misleads the learning algorithms. Feature selection is a kind of data reduction technique which helps to select relevant information from the data.
Feature selection is a process of selecting useful features from the available. Lot of work is going on feature selection from past few decades especially for large data sets like KDD Cup'99 [9] [10] . Feature selection is helpful not only to reduce the computational time by minimizing the data size but also increases the classification accuracies by avoiding irrelevant features that mislead the machine learning algorithms [10] by addressing curse of dimensionality.
Classification is one of the machine learning techniques that aim to learn a model that maps a multi-valued input into a single valued categorical output (decision). Thus, classification algorithms can be used to predict the output of an unseen input. One of the popular or widely used classifier is k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) Algorithms which yield high accuracy however it is resource hungry and derives high computational time. IKPDS [1] [2] is an improved over the kNN classifier that addresses the computational time of the kNN classifier based on partial distance algorithm and variance indexing algorithm.
The fundamental objective of feature selection is to preserve discernibility ability for knowledge synthesis. Feature or derived features with inherent high heterogeneity is expected to possess these characteristics, thus the classical PCA is in place. The variability of a feature is of the statistical measure in the heterogeneity. This paper attempts to explore variance indexing methods developed in kNN classifiers [1] [2].The proposed VIFS is developed and discussed in this paper is a iterative and feature eliminative approach. For each iteration applying IKPDS[1] [2] for finding accuracy of the classification and eliminate least variance feature. A fitness value is finding for each iteration and this iterative process repeated upto desired fitness value. Many of the feature selection algorithms are class label dependent algorithms and also more computational complexity, computational time. In network intrusion detection the computational time is very important for implementing detection and defense mechanisms. The objectives of the present work is as follows. i) To develop a class label independent feature selection algorithm for easy implementation. ii) To minimize the computational time with an acceptable loss of accuracy for a given fitness threshold value. The different feature subsets are drawn from original data set based on threshold value. iii) The fitness values are evaluated quality of the classification accuracy and the number of features selected. Then identify fitness threshold value for stopping criteria of the feature elimination process.
The remaining paper is organized as follows: the section II and III provide a brief review on this research area and an over view of NSL-KDD data set respectively. The proposed methodology developed and demonstrated in section IV. Experimental results and its analysis are compiled in section V with concluding remarks and feature work.
II. Related Research
To increase the robustness, and accuracy of IDS system S. Chebrolu et al. [3] has proposed ensemble classifier based approach. They used ensemble classifiers for better accuracy for each category of attack pattern. An ensemble method constructs a linear combination of some fitting method, rather than using a single fit of the model. S.Chebrolu [3] proposed a CART-BN approach that increases the efficiency as well as the detection rates.
Anazida Zainal et al. [5] has proposed a Feature selection based on 2-tier structure. A wrapper approach was introduced in which both Rough sets and Particle Swam Optimization techniques are adopted for better representation of data. This method suggested 6 features out of 41 features of KDD cup data set and got 93.408% of accuracy.
Iftikhar Ahmad et.al. [9] proposed an optimized intrusion detection mechanism using soft computing techniques. In this paper they have used PCA, GA and SVM for feature selection and optimized feature selection and classification algorithms respectively. This model has achieved the classification accuracy of 99.6% from 22 feature component elements.
Shafigh Parsazad et al. [10] has proposed a fast feature selection method to eliminate features that has no helpful information. The model has eliminated redundant features from the total set. The method was compared with other models that adopts Correlation Coefficient, Least Square Regression Error and Maximal Information Compression Index. After that they have recommended 10, 20, and 30 number of features by each of these algorithms in two popular classifiers including: Bayes and KNN classifier to measure the quality of the recommendations.
Yinhuiet. al [11] has proposed an intrusion detection method based on Support Vector Machines. The model combines ant colony and support vector machine algorithms and gradually eliminates each feature and finally suggested 19 critical features. The accuracy of this model is about 98.6249%.
Amin Dastanpour et al. [12] has implemented a genetic algorithm (GA) with Support Vector Machine (SVM) classification method for feature selection, and applied Forward Feature Selection Algorithm (FFSA) and Linear Correlation Feature Selection (LCFS) in detecting different types of network attacks. According to this paper, for effective detection of attacks FFSA requires 31 features whereas for GA with SVM and for LCFS require only 21 features. They have achieved about 99% of detection rate.
H. F. Eid etal. [13] has proposed a linear correlation-based feature selection method for building NID model. The proposed method introduced a way of analyzing feature redundancy. The model has two layers, where the first layer selects a feature subset based on the analysis of Pearson correlation coefficients between the features. While, at the second layer a new set of features is selected from within the first layer features subset, by analyzing the Pearson correlation coefficients between the selected features and the classes. The model has implemented on NSLKDD dataset. This method achieves an accuracy of 99.1%, and the subset of features selected are of 17 features.
Zhao et al.
[16] has proposed a two-stage feature selection algorithm. This Method combines Information Gain filter approach and Binary Particle Swarm Optimization wrapper approach and tested on Foreign Fibers data set.
The Table I summarized various methods in a chronological order, the datasets used by the respective authors for demonstrating their methodology is provided in column 2. The methods that are integrated in their methodologies of feature selection as well as classification are indicated in column 3, column4 and 5 indicates the number of features selected out of 41 features of the data sets and the corresponding classification accuracy. 
III. Network Intrusion Data Set
In this paper the NSL-KDD dataset [7] is used as a benchmark dataset because for avoiding redundancy, whereas in DARPA KDDCUP'99 dataset have higher redundancy. It contains seven weeks of training data and two weeks of test data. KDD dataset is widely used as a benchmark dataset for offline network traffic, which helps the researchers to test and implement their algorithms [6] [7] . The NSL-KDD dataset a modified version of KDD Cup'99 data set. The KDD Cup'99 data set contains 41 features. As class labels are provided, this data set is widely used for classification algorithms. Each sample is labeled as either normal or attack. Denial of Service (DOS), Probe, U2R and R2L are the categories of attacks available [6] . The description of the dataset is given in Table II [7] . 
IV. Methodology
The proposed approach has undergone into two phases as shown in Figure 1 , they are i) preprocessing, ii) feature selection. In the preprocessing data transformation and normalization are carried out inorder to avoid feature influences on data values. For transformation[1] numeric labels are assigned corresponding to all categorical features, for normalization mean-scale normalization [1] [8] is used as proposed in the reference[1]. The feature selection phase contains ranking, indexing, reordering and fitness value evaluation as sub phases. In ranking sub phase, the 41 features are ranked based on the variance of each feature. Features are indexed in the descending order of their ranks. In the reordering phase the total data set is reordered based on variance indexed features and stored in annulated file. After data reordering phase, IKPDS algorithm is applied on the data for calculating accuracies. This process is carried out by eliminating the least variance feature one at a time. The IKPDS algorithm is implemented in a 10 fold cross validation, with k value 3. After implementing the IKPDS algorithm the classification accuracies VA[], computed with the below algorithm based on these accuracies. To finding the fitness value, the methodology is adopted based on [11] for the selection of feature subset. To derive fitness value is based on two values, they are accuracy and number of features that are not eliminated in the iterations i.e., length of the feature subset. The iteration process repeated upto 41 because the original set contains 41 features but the elimination process of the feature starts with second iteration with least variance feature. The fitness value FV i is defined for this experiment is as :
= × + × (41 − )/41 Where i = 1 . . 41 and R is the length of feature subset 1≤R≤41. The parameters α and β are related to the presence of classification accuracies quality and feature subset length. α =[0,1] and β =1-α.
Indexing:
Variance is a statistical quantitative measure for identifying the variability in the feature vector. It is class label independent. The variance (v i )for each feature vector i is calculated for 1 < i < 41 based on the formula:
where is the mean of the feature x i , n is the total number of samples in the data set. The list of ordered features based on variance indexing is presented in table III. The features are ordered in descending order of their variance measures. 
V. Result Analysis
This model is developed in windows 7 operating system and Java 1.6 on Intel core i5 processor, with 4 GB RAM. In order to investigate the performance of VIFS a fitness values based procedure is developed and executed.
The experimental results about classification accuracy, computational time and fitness values are presented in the table IV and the following graphs, when implementing the algorithms 1 and 2.  The classification accuracy has no variation upto third decimal place until the execution of 14 th round with 13 eliminated features, the next variation is observed at the execution of the 24 th round with 23 eliminated features. The next major variation is observed upto second decimal place when the execution of the 32 nd round with eliminated features 31. The loss of accuracy slowly increases up to execution of the 32 nd round then it follow significantly increasing.  The gain in computational time, after the execution of the 14 th round is 0.4 minutes, at 24 th round it is 3.2 minutes and at 32 nd it is 5.3 minutes. It is significantly increases when the rounds and number of eliminated features increases where the number of selected features decreases.  When α increases from 0.5 to 0.9 the fitness value also increases. The round number is increasing the fitness values also increases, then it will decreases. For differ values of α the knee of the fitness curve corresponding round number or fitness value is stopping criteria for feature elimination process.  For α= 0.5 and α=0.6 the highest fitness values are occurred when the execution of the 34 th round with number of eliminated features 33 and number of selected features are 8 with a gain in computational time is 5.86minutes.  When α= 0.7 and α=0.8 the highest fitness values are occurred when the execution of the 32 nd round with number of eliminated features 31 and number of selected features 10 with a gain in computational time is 5.23minutes.  Whereas for α= 0.9 the highest fitness values is occurred when the execution of the 26 th round with number of eliminated features 25 and number of selected features 16 with a gain in computational time is 4.25minutes.  However the loss in accuracy is small quantity between α=0.9 and α=0.8 i.e., 0.027 (0.034 -0.007).
From the above observations the following table is formulated with round numbers, difference in loss of accuracies, and gain in computational times along with fitness values for 0.5 ≤ α ≤ 0.9. There is a need to identify the trade of between three scenarios for respective fitness threshold values are implemented for stopping criteria of least variance feature elimination process. To establish the trade between these three scenarios, the loss in accuracy and gain in computational time are used to find the normalized percentages for three different scenarios are calculated and shown in the following Figure 8 . In the 8 th featured scenario, The loss in accuracy is double when compared with the 10 featured scenario and ten times greater than 16 feature scenario. But the gain in computational time is not very much difference between scenarios when compare to loss of accuracy i.e., the difference between 16 feature scenario and 10 feature scenario is double the difference between 10 feature scenario and 8 feature scenario. From these findings to suggest that the 16 feature scenario is better for those applications that needs high detection rates even though it takes more computational time. For faster detection 10, 8 featured scenarios are preferable even though there is a loss in classification accuracy is high. The following table VI shows the features selected for the given three scenarios. 
VI. Conclusion
In this paper an unsupervised least variance feature eliminated feature selection algorithm is proposed and implemented on a benchmark NSLKDD data set for NIDS. To investigate the VIFS performance the classification accuracy is used by applying IKPDS. In this feature selection process a fitness value is evaluated for identifying the stopping criteria of the least variance feature elimination process. Different threshold fitness values are evaluated and classified three scenarios based on quality of accuracy parameter (α) and number of features selected (β). From these experimental results the trade between these three scenarios is evaluated and draw conclusions based on loss of classification accuracy and gain in computational time. For application of NIDS with the importance of attacks detection rate the 16 feature scenario is suggested whereas the importance of the faster detection of attacks, 10 and 8 feature scenarios are suggested. This VIFS is threshold choice base feature subset generation process with compromising in accuracy and gain in computational times.
In future work different supervised/unsupervised feature selection algorithms compared with VIFS on different types of classifications for significance of the VIFS.
